crew shows

Sports

Rachael Berman '88 gets tackled during Saturday's rugby match against Yale. MIT lost 16-0.

Men's hockey wins in California

By Michelle Perry

The MIT hockey team found time between qualifying palls to take short games and bring back a 2-1 record from Pasadena over Spring Break. victories over the California Institute of Technology and the University of California at Los Angeles and a loss to California State University at Fullarton.

The most obvious reason for the deficit was not related to preparation. The general attitude among the MIT players was, "Why do these burly boys think they're kidding? We couldn't even stop them after the second period." MIT usually around noon at the 500-yard mark after a 1-0 to 4-10 MSU. To say the least, it was a depressing day, one that left goalies Peter J. Gasparini '88 and Pierre-Yves Chenery '87 with plenty of dents to dispense with. The highlight of the trip was Wednesday night's Beaver Cup game. Yes, the Beaver Cup does exist — a small silver bowl which was taken to the rowing home in a club team. Anyone from the MIT campus was allowed to compete. The only winner Wednesday night was Cal State in a 2-1

Hoof star named Academic All-American

Martha Beveridge '87 has been selected as a First Team Division College Academic All-American for her performance in the classroom and on the basketball court. Beveridge, who maintains a 4.5 grade point average in chemical engineering, led the Engineers in scoring average (13.0), assists (64), free throws (110), free throw percentage (77.0), and minutes played.

Beveridge is also the first MIT lifetime member of the MIT crew to compete in a post-season all-star game. She also participated in the 5-0 defeat was a general atotal of three points. It was too bad to hold races. Accepting such results, the rowers lost their rhythm and allowed Radcliffe, who was leading the race, to gain two seats.

The novice team had two eights entered in the races. The first novice eight lost their race against Radcliffe's first eight by six seconds, but the second novice eight was against the Northeastern and Radcliffe's right, eight. The novice team had two eights entered in the races. The second novice eight lost their race against Radcliffe and Northeastern's eights and fours.

M.I.T.

MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST

When does 2+1?

a. At ROSEMARY

b. With an M.I.T. I.D.

c. Buy first entree

d. All of the above.
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Caltech was very responsive to MIT. The school provided housing in beautiful graduate apartments and held a cocktail party/reception and a barbecue. The moves were all shown up at the home game and asked Gasparini, who is also quarterback of the MIT football team, to start generating publicity for a possible MIT football game to be held at the Rose Bowl.
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